
FOM Geospatial Submission Format Overview 
 
This Forest Operations Map (FOM) geospatial submission format is based on GeoJSON 
(https://geojson.org/, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946). 

Submit one JSON file per FOM geospatial object type: cut block, WTRA (wildlife tree retention area), 
or road section. Multipart features are not compatible and need to be "exploded" prior to creating the 
GeoJSON file. ArcMap provides an "explode tool" suited to convert the multipart feature. A 
submission must include at least one cutblock file or one road section file. 

Each JSON file consists of one FeatureCollection object (as per GeoJSON) that lists geometries of 
the appropriate type (polygon or linestring) based on the FOM object type (see table below). 

GeoJSON geometry points must be specified using the BC Albers (EPSG:3005) or WGS 84 
(EPSG:4326 and EPSG:3005) coordinate reference system. Submissions must not use latitude and 
longitude. Coordinates are ordered as X, Y. 

Geometries for cutblocks and road sections are also required to provide the property DEV_DATE 
(development date). Providing the NAME property is optional, but is recommended to make it easier 
for the public to comment on specific features. 

The JSON files should use UTF-8 for the character encoding. Maximum file size is 30 MB. 

The attribute table of spatial submissions is described in the tables below. All cells need to be 
formatted as text (including the DEV_DATE column). Attribute table fields with header names 
exceeding ten characters are known to cause issues during the conversion of other file formats to 
GeoJSON. Therefore, the exact titles shown below must be used in spatial file attribute tables. 

Attribute table as required in the GeoJSON file 

FOM_OBJECT GEOMETRY DEV_DATE NAME 

Road Section LineString YYYY-MM-DD NAME 

Cut Block Polygon YYYY-MM-DD NAME 

WTRA Polygon Enter YYYY-MM-DD or leave blank NAME 

 

 

 

https://geojson.org/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946


The following tables provide details on the specific requirements of certain GeoJSON attributes, 

which need to be met for successful submissions. 

Road Section 

Field Description Type Optional 

FOM_OBJECT Road Section text N 

GEOMETRY 
BC Albers (EPSG:3005) or WGS 84 (EPSG:4326 

and EPSG:3005) coordinate reference system 
LineString N 

DEV_DATE Development date. Format: YYYY-MM-DD text N 

NAME 

Road Section Name. Not required but is 

recommended in order to make it easier for 

the public to comment on specific features. 

text Y 

 

 

Cut Block 

 

Field Description Type Optional 

FOM_OBJECT Cut Block text N 

GEOMETRY 
BC Albers (EPSG:3005) or WGS 84 (EPSG:4326 

and EPSG:3005) coordinate reference system 
Polygon N 

DEV_DATE Development date. Format: YYYY-MM-DD text N 

NAME 

Cut Block Name. Not required but is 

recommended in order to make it easier for the 

public to comment on specific features. 

text Y 

 

 

 



WTRA 

 

Field Description Type Optional 

FOM_OBJECT WTRA text N 

GEOMETRY 
BC Albers (EPSG:3005) or WGS 84 (EPSG:4326 

and EPSG:3005) coordinate reference system 
Polygon N 

 

 

Property Format 

This table specifies the description and format of required properties. All attribute table 

fields must be formatted as text, including the date field. 

Property Description Value Format 

FOM_OBJECT 
Describes the feature (Cutblock, Road, 

WTRA) 
text 

GEOMETRY Indicates if feature is a polygon or linestring text 

DEV_DATE Planned date to start development 
Date string in the format "YYYY-MM-

DD" 

NAME Description/identifier for the spatial object. Text, maximum length 50 characters. 

 

Prior to publishing a FOM, spatial data can be replaced. In order to do so, a new GeoJSON file 

has to be uploaded (repeat the regular upload process). This new file will then replace the old 

one. Successful upload/replacement can be confirmed by clicking on the “Location” button on 

the “Summary Screen”. 

Data submitted will be published overnight. Therefore, it will not become viewable in the public 

interface until the day after it was uploaded. 



FOM Example Submissions 

This section provides sample submission files. 

If you are using the ArcGIS conversion tool "Features To JSON" to create your spatial 

submission, ensure that the "GeoJSON" box is checked prior to running the tool. 

 

Please be aware that the Features To JSON tool does not accept curves, and does not 

automatically convert them to lines. Especially when working with feature classes from 

geodatabases, features containing curves will have to be converted to replace the curves with 

lines prior to running the Features To JSON tool. To do so, you can either convert your .gdb 

feature classes to ESRI Shapefiles .shp, or run the "densify" tool available in ArcMap on your 

feature classes containing curves. Once your shapes do not contain anymore curves, you can run 

the Feature To JSON tool. Alternative options for creating GeoJSON files outside of ArcMap are 

the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME), and the "gdal tool". 

As shown in the tables above, the projection of spatial files for upload must either be BC Albers 

or WGS84 (EPSG:4326 or EPSG:3005). Should your original files be in a different projection, 

you can use the "Projections" tool in ArcMap to convert files to the required projection. Just 

manually changing the projection in the "properties" tab of your file will not suffice! 

 

 

https://www.safe.com/support/downloads/
https://gdal.org/


Cut Block File 

This sample file contains two cut blocks, with coordinates are specified in BC Albers. 

       
  { 
    "type": "FeatureCollection", 
    "crs": { "type": "name", "properties": { "name": "EPSG:3005" } }, 
    "features": [ 
      { 
        "type": "Feature", 
        "geometry": { 
          "type": "Polygon", 
          "coordinates": [ [  
            [1474614.5923999995, 555392.24159999937], 
            [1474537.8630999997, 555275.82469999976], 
            [1474588.1340999994, 555146.17860000022], 
            [1474723.0717999991, 555080.0326000005], 
            [1474818.3220000006, 555138.24110000022], 
            [1474902.9889000002, 555220.26209999993], 
            [1474818.3220000006, 555334.03309999965], 
            [1474701.9050999992, 555437.22079999931], 
            [1474614.5923999995, 555392.24159999937] 
          ] ] 
        }, 
        "properties": { 
          "DEV_DATE": "2022-03-30", 
          "NAME": "Nature's valley" 
        } 
      }, 
      {  
        "type": "Feature",  
        "geometry": {  
          "type": "Polygon",  
          "coordinates": [ [  
            [1474614.5923999995, 555392.24159999937], 
            [1474537.8630999997, 555275.82469999976], 
            [1474588.1340999994, 555146.17860000022], 
            [1474723.0717999991, 555080.0326000005], 
            [1474818.3220000006, 555138.24110000022], 
            [1474902.9889000002, 555220.26209999993], 
            [1474818.3220000006, 555334.03309999965], 
            [1474701.9050999992, 555437.22079999931], 
            [1474614.5923999995, 555392.24159999937] 
          ] ]  
        },  
        "properties": { 
          "DEV_DATE": "2022-03-31" 
        }  
      } 
    ] 
  } 
   
     

 

 



WTRA File 

 

This sample file contains one retention area, with coordinates are specified in BC Albers.    
  { 
    "type": "FeatureCollection", 
    "crs": { "type": "name", "properties": { "name": "EPSG:3005" } }, 
    "features": [ 
      {  
        "type": "Feature",  
        "geometry": {  
          "type": "Polygon",  
          "coordinates": [ [ 
            [1474782.182, 555366.06629999913], 
            [1474701.9050999992, 555437.22079999931], 
            [1474651.1418999992, 555411.07010000013], 
            [1474667.5091999993, 555386.94989999942], 
            [1474760.1136000007, 555331.38729999959], 
            [1474782.182, 555366.06629999913] 
          ] ] 
        },  
        "properties": { 
        } 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
   

Road Section File 

This sample file contains one road section, with coordinates specified in WGS84 (longitude, 

latitude).    
  { 
    "type": "FeatureCollection", 
    "features": [ 
      { 
        "type": "Feature", 
        "geometry": { 
          "type": "LineString", 
          "coordinates": [ 
            [ 
              -126.786352462, 
              53.365359508 
            ], 
            [ 
              -126.786519787, 
              53.374321183 
            ], 
            [ 
              -126.775181383, 
              53.372154906 
            ] 
          ] 
        }, 
        "properties": { 
          "DEV_DATE": "2022-03-30" 
        } 
      } 
    ] 
  } 

     


